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ダークマター
• 正体は謎、多くの小スケール「問題」
    → 多くのダークマターモデル

• 直接/間接検出実験やLHCで徴候なし (手詰まり感)

• 天文観測からせまる方法は依然として有効
    かもしれない
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     質量関数はずっと
     小質量までのびる

• 小質量ハローは星を
    ほとんどもたない
    真の”ダーク”ハロー

• そのようなダーク
     ハローはCDM理論
     の holy grail 

WDM

CDM



重力レンズによる直接検出
Three-dimensional Mapping of CDM Substructure 3

Fig. 1.— Simulated images of B1422+231 at submillimeter wavelengths without any perturbers (left) and with an SIS perturber (right)
for a Gaussian circular source with a standard deviation L = 2.5× 102 pc. A tidally truncated SIS with a mass of 2× 108M⊙ is put at the
center of a thick circle (top right) near the A image. The dashed circle represents a circle with the tidal radius centered at an SIS perturber.
The angular resolution is assumed to be 0.01 arcsec. Astrometric shifts in the tangential direction and those in the radial direction in the
coordinates aligned to the shear are represented by arrows.

(0, x02) is shifted to (0, x02 + ξ−1
2 ) (Inoue & Chiba 2004).

One can see in the top right panel in figure 1 that im-
age A, with positive parity κ ∼ 0.38, γ ∼ 0.47, is largely
stretched in the tangential direction by ξ−1

1 ∼ 6.7 and
slightly stretched in the radial direction by ξ−1

2 ∼ 0.92
with respect to the center of the perturber. The astro-
metric shift is significantly suppressed if the lensed im-
age is placed outside the tidal radius centered at the SIS
perturber, because the projected gravitational potential
decreases faster, as R−1, than an SIS without trunca-
tion, where R is the projected distance from the center
of the SIS. If the redshift and the one-dimensional veloc-
ity dispersion σ0 of the macrolens halo are known, then
we obtain the tidal radius as a function of the distance
from the center of the macrolens halo. From the observed
angular size for which the astrometric shifts are signif-
icantly suppressed, we can determine the distance from
the center of the lens halo, in principle.

Next, we show that a measurement of astrometric
shifts can break the degeneracy between substructure
mass and distance in the line-of-sight to the image. Con-
sider a halo at redshift z = zh and a clump (a substruc-
ture) in the foreground of the halo at redshift zc < zh.
Let Ds, Dch, Dcs, and Dh be the angular diameter dis-
tances to the source, between the clump and halo, be-
tween the clump and source, and to the halo, respec-
tively. Provided that the angle between the perturber
and the macrolensed image is sufficiently small in com-
parison with the Einstein radius of the macrolens θE , the
effective lens equation for an SIS plus a constant shear
and a constant convergence can be written as (Keeton
2003)

ỹ = (1− Γ̃)x −
x

|x|
, (5)

where ỹ = (1−βΓ)−1y, Γ̃ = 1− (1−βΓ)−1(1−Γ), and

(Inoue & Chiba 2005)

• 広がった重力レンズ
   アーク像に小ハロー
   の痕跡を探す 
   (e.g., Koopmans 2005)

• アークが細かい構造
   をもっていたほうが
   有利 (のっぺりだと
   痕跡みえず)



例: Keck AO

Figure 1: The detection of a dark-matter dominated satellite in the gravitational lens system
B1938+666 at redshift 0.881. The data shown here are at 2.2 micron and were taken with the
W. M. Keck telescope in June 2010. Additional data sets at 1.6 micron, from the Keck tele-
scope and the Hubble Space Telescope, are presented in the Supplementary Information. Top-left
panel: the original data set with the lensing galaxy subtracted. Top-middle panel: the final re-
construction. Top-right panel: the image residuals. Bottom-left panel: the source reconstruction.
Bottom-middle panel: the potential correction from a smooth potential required by the model to
fit the data. Bottom-right panel: the resulting dimensionless projected density corrections. The
total lensing potential is defined as the sum of an analytic potential for the host galaxy plus the
local pixelized potential corrections defined on a Cartesian grid. The potential corrections are a
general correction to the analytical smooth potential and correct for the presence of substructure,
for large-scale moments in the density profile of the galaxy and shear. When the Laplace opera-
tor is applied to the potential corrections and translated into surface density corrections, the terms
related to the shear and mass sheets become zero and a constant, respectively. A strong positive
density correction is found on the top part of the lensed arc. Note that these images are set on
a arbitrary regular grid that has the origin shifted relative to the centre of the smooth lens model
by ∆x = 0.024 arcsec and ∆y = 0.089 arcsec. When this shift is taken into account the position
of the density correction is consistent with the position of the substructure found in the analytic
re-construction (see Supplementary Information).
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Vegetti+2012

• ~2×108M⊙の小ハローを
   「検出」



例: ALMA

10 HEZAVEH ET AL.

Figure 6. The top left panel shows the sky emission model in band 6 for the best-fit smooth lens parameters for the SDP.81 data. The top middle panel shows
the same for the perturbed model and the top right panel the difference between the two models. The bottom panels show the same for band 7. The bright feature
in the difference plots is mainly caused by the astrometric anomaly of the arc.

the subhalo parameters and the parameters of the smooth lens
model, including low-order multipoles in the gravitational po-
tential. This confirms findings that such multipoles cannot
mimic the effects of small-scale substructure for lenses with
high-quality arcs (Kochanek & Dalal 2004).

The full set of best-fit lens model parameters are presented
in Table 1. Many previous works have modeled the lens po-
tential in SDP.81, using HST data (Dye et al. 2014), Sub-
millimeter Array data (Bussmann et al. 2013), and ALMA
data (Dye et al. 2015; Rybak et al. 2015a; Wong et al. 2015;
Tamura et al. 2015; Hatsukade et al. 2015; Rybak et al.
2015b). Our smooth model has a larger ellipticity compared
to these models. We note however that our model has more
degrees of freedom (e.g., angular multipoles) and phase er-
rors, and that the degeneracy of some of these additional pa-
rameters with ellipticity may shift its value. We do find that
models with parameters given by these authors produce rea-
sonable fits to the data. We also performed the linear subhalo
search for these parameters, finding that they produce similar
results and that the conclusion of the presence of the subhalo
is robust against these variations. Figure 8 shows the recon-
structed source using this model with pixel size of 10 milli-
arcsec in band 6 (top panel) and band 7 (bottom panel).

This model appears to be a good fit to the data, when we fit
the entire data set. The full data set, however, includes emis-
sion unrelated to SDP.81. The ALMA primary beam covers
approximately ⇠ 2500, of which only the central few arcsec-
onds are relevant for strong lens modeling. If we model the

sky emission only over a 5⇥ 5 arccsec area centered on the
lens, our model obtains �

2 = 2⇥ 105 for 1.7⇥ 105 degrees
of freedom, suggesting that not all the signal in the data has
been modeled. However, if we expand our source-plane im-
age to cover the entire primary beam, additional flux is indi-
cated away from the lensed galaxy and the �

2 decreases to
1.7⇥ 105. Since this emission originates from regions well
separated from the lensed images (far beyond the correlation
length of the dirty beam), it has no model covariance with the
lens parameters, and we therefore neglect it in the remainder
of our analysis.

5.2. Search for additional substructure
ALMA observations of SDP.81 allow us to search for addi-

tional substructure besides the subhalo detected in the previ-
ous subsection. Given our lens model (including one subhalo
of Msub = 108.96M�), we next searched for additional substruc-
ture using the linearized treatment discussed in Section 3. We
repeated our search for a second subhalo, by linearly expand-
ing about a smooth model now containing a subhalo of mass
Msub = 108.96M�. As before, we marginalize over all parame-
ters of the smooth model, including the mass and location of
the detected subhalo discussed above.

The inclusion of the subhalo in our main lens model re-
moves any improvement to the marginalized posterior from
additional subhalos of mass Msub � 108.6M�, as illustrated
in top panel of Figure 9. Instead, additional subhalos of this
mass are excluded from occurring near the observed arcs. For

Hezaveh+2016 (see also Inoue+2016)

• ~109M⊙の小ハローを「検出」



さらに小スケール？
• 大口径宇宙望遠鏡
     －回折限界、感度の向上

• 紫外、可視撮像
    －小さな回折限界
    －より複雑なアークの
      内部構造 → 強い制限

• (IFU?)

(SDSS)



大口径宇宙望遠鏡による小ハロー検出
• 高解像度撮像でより
　小さい質量のハロー
    を検出できる

• 星をほとんど持たな
いダークハローまで

   検出しその数密度を
   検証できる

• (AGN重力レンズの
flux比でも可能)



ダークマターは無衝突か？

Bullet cluster (Clowe+2006)

青: DM
赤: ガス



統計的解析
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• 一つ (少数) の解析では初期条件の不定性など
   で強い制限を得るのはなかなか難しい

• メインハローの落ち込むサブハローを利用
   することで大きなサンプルを構築できる
    (e.g., Massey+2011)

• 銀河 (星)、ガス、DMの
   相対位置の分布から
   衝突断面積を制限する
   (無衝突 ➞ 〈d〉=0)

銀河
DM

ガス
d



ダークマターの高解像度マッピング
(based on HUDF photo-z by Coe+)

• 弱い重力レンズ質量マップの解像度 ∝ ngal−1

• 銀河団領域の深く広い撮像 → 高い統計精度



HSC (~20 gals/arcmin2) DES-like (~7 gals/arcmin2)
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まとめ
• 「冷たい」ダークマター仮説の検証
    → 小ハロー検出が本質的

• ダークマター衝突断面積？

• 他のアイデア (適当)

    − 太陽近傍の超小ハローの重力レンズ検出
       (micro/weaklensing) あ
    − 銀河団 caustic crossing による小スケール
       ゆらぎ観測


